CIO STORY Magazine
lists Pacific Controls
among ‘The World’s
25 Most Powerful
IoT Tech Providers’

Dubai, February 16, 2016, (BUSINESS WIRE) Pacific Control Systems, (PCS), a leading provider of
Internet of Things (IoT) managed services solutions
globally, has been listed as one of the 25 most
powerful IoT technology providers in the world by the
US-based prestigious CIO STORY magazine. This was
revealed in the publication’s IoT Technology Special
2015 edition.

technology in the world. Pacific Controls manages
to stay committed to their clients by being an endto-end provider taking care of customer pain points
and providing the appropriate solution, while helping
customers focus on their core business. Unlike other
competitors in the business, they continuously help
enhance business processes, instead of being just a
‘point-in-time’ solution provider.”

PCS has made it to CIO STORY’s list by standing
out in the current fragmented IoT landscape and
demonstrating the ability to render complete end-toend managed solutions. This listing recognizes
their efforts in creating a positive impact in the IoT
market place.

“Continuous R&D activities and innovations in IoT
solutions have helped Pacific Controls demonstrate
expertise in customer industries, no matter what
type they may be of. PCS facilitates their customers
reap full benefits of the IoT by enabling connectivity
of machines across many dimensions, carrying
out intensive business analytics and facilitating fully
managed end-to-end services,” he added.

Dilip Rahulan, Executive Chairman of PCS, said,
“We are honoured to be recognized by the CIO
STORY magazine as one of the world’s 25 most
powerful IoT solutions providers. We have been in the
forefront of providing end-to-end solutions for delivery
of IoT services. This is the time for us to cater to more
valued customers and prospective associates on a
larger scale by delivering quality and excellence in our
products and services.”
Brian Kreiner, Editor-in-Chief of CIO STORY, said:
“We are happy to recognize Pacific Control Systems
for their outstanding contribution to the growth of IoT

PCS, a world leader in Managed Services, is a pioneer
in the convergence of networked computing and
large scale data management with real time machine
intelligence and is driving the integration of physical
and virtual worlds. PCS now offers enterprise-grade
cloud security even to its smallest customers, so
anyone operating within its cloud is given end-to-end
protection, allaying worries about cloud adoption.
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